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FREE MEMBERS’ VIEWINGS - FEBRUARY 25 & MARCH 14
AT A GLANCE
Look What’s Happening!

THE ART OF THE BRICK
Experience The Art of the Brick, the world’s largest display of LEGO® sculptures. Discover over one million LEGO® bricks transformed into more than 100 sculptures by artist Nathan Sawaya. Featuring miniatures of iconic scenes and pop culture, the exhibit offers an unforgettable experience. The exhibit includes the world’s largest display of LEGO® sculptures and an interactive multimedia collection of LEGO® brick-infused photography produced in tandem with award-winning photographer Daan Van Deursen.

EXPERIENCE THE EXHIBITION AS A MEMBER
California Science Center Members are invited to attend one of two FREE Members-only viewing opportunities for The Art of the Brick on the following dates:
- Tuesday, February 25, 2020 between 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
- Wednesday, March 4, 2020 between 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Registration opens on Friday, February 14 at 10:00 a.m. Please check the Member News & Events section at californiaacademy.org/support/members/news for more information.

To purchase tickets in advance, visit californiaacademy.org/exhibit/the-art-of-the-brick or call (213) 744-4109 (ticket service fees apply). Please have your current Member ID number on hand when purchasing tickets online. If you have difficulty creating an online account, you may use the email address currently on file in your record. Please call the Membership Office at (213) 744-7504 to confirm the email address on your record.

IMAX FILMS
TOUCH THE STARS 3D
Travel with NASA’s human robotic spacecraft on an unforgettable exploration of our solar system in Touch the Stars 3D.

This stellar film traces the path to space through the history of NASA’s probe, orbiters and landers from the Dawn of our solar system and the surface of its planets and moons to the grand tour of the Voyager spacecraft through the outer planets and beyond. Created with the latest high-definition imagery and scientific data, Touch the Stars 3D engages audiences through the use of real footage and 3D-immersive views, transporting viewers to planets and distant stars alongside these heroic robotic explorers. Now playing.

TURTLE ODYSSEY 3D
Dive in and explore some of Earth’s most ancient and majestic creatures in Turtle Odyssey 3D.

Narrated by Russell Crowe, this award-winning film follows an Australian green sea turtle named Tiffany and her incredible journey across the open ocean. Witness the grace and turtle’s unique lifestyle from a hatching into adulthood as she swims thousands of miles, meets incredible creatures and has some wild adventures. She eventually returns to the beach where she was born—a journey that is the foundation of the next generation.

Turtle Odyssey 3D tells the heartwarming story of one tiny sea turtle’s big adventure and reminds us just how interconnected we all are in this amazing world. (Opens February 7, 2020)

MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE 3D
Explore the science behind some of the world’s most exotic natural wonders in Mountain Adventure 3D.

From glacier valleys to icy tundras, venture through the mountain’s most awe-inspiring vistas. Follow Olympic torches, brighten as she journeys through the world’s longest chain of mountain ranges extending from Antarctica all the way to Alaska. And the journey. Learn about the world’s most extreme environments and become a true adventurer. (Opens March 27, 2020)

Hands-on Science Camp
Members-only early enrollment period opens February 10 – 17, 2020
Exciting exploration, delightful discoveries and wild wonders await your family this summer at Hands-On Science Camp. With more than 30 courses offered, including Rocks’ Robot, Escape Rooms and Enchanted Engineering, your child is sure to have a ton, entirely kid-friendly summer.

Holiday and holiday classes for kids to flex through 10:45 on each available from June 15 to August 14. Register now—classes fill up fast.

Members receive a discount pricing on Hands-On Science Camp. To learn more, please visit californiaacademy.org/camp or call (213) 744-4444.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

NEWS AND EVENTS
CALIFORNIA SCIENCE & ENGINEERING FAIR
April 20 & 21, 2020
We are excited to host the 60th Annual Science and Engineering Fair taking place on April 20 & 21 at the California Science Center! Join us and nearly 1,000 of the state’s top middle and high school science scholars as they compete for a combined total of nearly $70,000 in awards and prizes.

Members are invited to view the students’ research projects on display throughout the Science Center on Monday, April 20 from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m.

Students representing 31 affiliated county and multi-county regional science fairs in the state advance to the final round of competition—the California Science & Engineering Fair! Their projects span 22 categories, from Astronomy to Zoology, in four age divisions. Judges will include volunteer panel comprised of more than 300 scientists and engineers from private industry and higher education.

For more information, visit californiaacademy.org/csf or call 213-744-4444.

We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of Northrop Grumman Corporation, our Presenting Sponsor.

A CNN Top 10 ‘Global Must See Exhibition’
CNN.com

“Amazing life-like LEGO® masterpieces”
—Good Morning America
EXPLORING THE SAMUEL OSHIN AIR AND SPACE CENTER

Rising from the hills of LA, the Samuel Oshin Air and Space Center will be an inspiring new destination for aviation and space enthusiasts. The center will feature a collection of artifacts, aircraft, and space artifacts, allowing visitors to learn about the history and science behind these technologies.

SHUTTLE GALLERY

The Samuel Oshin Air and Space Center will feature three main galleries—Air, Space, and Shuttle—adding 200,000 square feet of floor space, including 100,000 square feet for exhibits. The additional footprint is a significant addition to the existing space, which will enable the museum to showcase more artifacts and exhibits.

As a major addition to the California Science Center, the Samuel Oshin Air and Space Center will offer a variety of educational opportunities and activities for visitors of all ages.

BE PART OF TEAM ENDEAVOUR!

Help us build a fitting permanent home for Endeavour, one of only three remaining space shuttles and the only one of those national treasures on the west coast of the United States, by sponsoring one of the shuttle's 23,000 thermal tiles. Find out how at EndeavourLA.org

EndeavourLA MAJOR DONORS

The California Science Center Foundation extends our heartfelt thanks to those who have generously provided support to the EndeavourLA Campaign, helping to bring Space Shuttle Endeavour to the Science Center, build the future Samuel Oshin Air and Space Center, and sustain ongoing programs and operations.
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Members support the California Science Center in our mission to stimulate curiosity and inspire science learning in everyone by creating fun, memorable experiences.

The California Science Center Foundation is a nonprofit organization, TIN 95-2210527

The world's largest display of LEGO® art

Opens
February 28, 2020

Thank you for being a Member!
Membership contributions are an investment toward inspiring science learning in everyone and help us remain general admission-free to make science learning accessible to all.

For the latest information on Science Center exhibits and activities, sign up to receive The Nucleus, our monthly E-newsletter for Members.